
Number of houses surveyed = 166

Number of questionnaires returned = 39

Percentage of residents who require a bus service = 23.49%

It would transform my life to have a bus service; I have mobility problems and need assistance to go out.  

A bus service would mean that I have a choice as I could meet friends in town for a coffee and a chat.

I can no longer drive so have no independence; re-routing a bus service through Austerfield would be ideal.

It is now impossible for me to get to meetings held at the airport;

I also struggle to get to meeting at Hayfield School by bus as I am a school Governor.

Also children who miss the school bus to Hayfield can't then get in. 

I also help run a lunchtime club there and it is very difficult to get to the school as I do not drive.

We would not be using the bus service all day everyday but if the times of the buses were sensible 

we may use the service more.  The bus service is necessary for senior citizens.

If there was a regular service every day it  could become a viable alternative to travelling to work by car.

If the first bus was at 8am this is a little too late; a bus that also goes to town 

would also be more useful in order to reach the train station and other amenities.

We would like a bus service so we can get to doctors; dentists; banks; post office and to visit friends.

I need a bus service for the following: shops; doctors; post office; calling on my elderly mum in law

and to access a connecting bus service.

We have moved here because of a convenient bus service in we case we were unable to drive.

A local service is essential for many people who are unable to drive.

If Bassetlaw Council and SYPTE could get together and share the cost of subsidies then the 

cancelled service could run again.  If a bus is diverted from Bawtry to Austerfield; could it not go through 

Finningley onto the aiport then back up to Hurst Lane and return back onto the A638 into Doncaster with 

possibly the subsidies assisting with any extra costs. 

 You would still have the airport connection for any airport workers and passengers that require a service.
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Feedback Received from residents:

The Unity coach service is only every 2 hours daily with an extrabus at 16.40. 

 There is no service on a Saturday or Sunday.  

This service stops at just one stop in Austerfield which is on Newington Road.

I need a service to get to Bawtry to access the services such as Doctors and Dentists;

or to catch another bus to elsewhere such as Retford or Doncaster.  

There are no amenities for shopping in Austerfield so if you don't drive you are stuck.

If I miss the school bus I have no other way of getting to school.

In winter when there is bad weather a bus service is needed as walking to Bawtry is difficult;

the paths get splashed when lorries drive past and the journey is difficult if you are an unsteady walker.

It would transform my life to have a bus service; I have mobility problems and need assistance to go out.  

A bus service would mean that I have a choice as I could meet friends in town for a coffee and a chat.

I can no longer drive so have no independence; re-routing a bus service through Austerfield would be ideal.

It is now impossible for me to get to meetings held at the airport;

I also struggle to get to meeting at Hayfield School by bus as I am a school Governor.

Also children who miss the school bus to Hayfield can't then get in. 

I also help run a lunchtime club there and it is very difficult to get to the school as I do not drive.

We would not be using the bus service all day everyday but if the times of the buses were sensible 

we may use the service more.  The bus service is necessary for senior citizens.

If there was a regular service every day it  could become a viable alternative to travelling to work by car.

If the first bus was at 8am this is a little too late; a bus that also goes to town 

would also be more useful in order to reach the train station and other amenities.

We would like a bus service so we can get to doctors; dentists; banks; post office and to visit friends.

I need a bus service for the following: shops; doctors; post office; calling on my elderly mum in law

and to access a connecting bus service.

We have moved here because of a convenient bus service in we case we were unable to drive.

A local service is essential for many people who are unable to drive.

If Bassetlaw Council and SYPTE could get together and share the cost of subsidies then the 

cancelled service could run again.  If a bus is diverted from Bawtry to Austerfield; could it not go through 

Finningley onto the aiport then back up to Hurst Lane and return back onto the A638 into Doncaster with 

possibly the subsidies assisting with any extra costs. 

 You would still have the airport connection for any airport workers and passengers that require a service.


